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Spooky New Tarot App Promising to “Read Your Energy” Launches in 
the Apple App Store 

Software company Right Alignment aims to redefine mindfulness by 
connecting users to their intuition with their debut app release featuring 
state of the art technology and modern divination techniques 
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DALLAS, Texas — June 14, 2022 — Right Alignment announced today the launch of their first mobile 
app Dvn8 (pronounced “divinate”) built exclusively for Apple iOS. Dvn8 uses a patent pending method to 
read the user’s energy and facilitate personalized tarot, I Ching, and rune readings. Right Alignment 
hopes to connect users to their intuition through this technology. The app is free to download with in-
app purchases available.


Dvn8 is a first-class divination app offering multifaceted perspectives on personal growth through 
thoughtfully curated oracles. The app offers a wide range of tools to cater to diverse spiritual practices. 
Dvn8’s energy-reading feature engages the user’s motion and environmental data to shuffle the cards in 
a first-of-its-kind presentation. Updated interpretations of the I Ching, runes, and tarot provide users with 
unique pathways to awareness.


Dvn8 was built by a two-person development team while living on a sailboat. The couple, a programmer 
and an artist, established Right Alignment to create user experiences that promote elevated 
consciousness. Right Alignment chose to launch Dvn8 under the full supermoon in Sagittarius to 
encourage expansion and usher in the abundance of summer.


Right Alignment’s founder, Koa Wood, emphasized the importance of reaching Dvn8’s target audience. 
“So many people today are lacking key support frameworks in a world that feels increasingly disrupted,” 
he shared. “We took great care to create relevant and inclusive content that can be distributed through 
tools that are actually fun to use.”
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A recent study from the Pew Research Center suggested that about a quarter of U.S. adults now identify 
as spiritual but not religious, a number that seems to be growing. In addition, another Pew study showed 
that a majority of U.S. adults have concerns over personal data collection and privacy. Right Alignment 
hopes to address these issues by offering valuable resources that enhance spirituality while maintaining 
user privacy.


“We’re incredibly proud of our product,” Wood said, “and we feel that it’s firmly aligned with the idea of 
intimately connecting the user to their own guidance.” Beta testers have expressed that the results are 
spookily accurate.


About Right Alignment 

Right Alignment is a software venture designed to raise consciousness through technology. Modern 
society often applies value to external sources while ignoring intuition, and Right Alignment seeks to 
build tools to bridge this gap. By promoting spiritual and psychological awareness, the company hopes 
to inspire reflection into the words people use and the actions they take. Right Alignment’s founder has 
led projects for some of the world’s largest companies, with a history of writing software for Apple 
devices since the days of NeXT computers. For more information, visit rightalignment.co or use the 
contact below.
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https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2017/09/06/more-americans-now-say-theyre-spiritual-but-not-religious/
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